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Abstract. The problem of verifying a program at runtime with respect to some
formal specification has led to the development of a rich collection of specification languages. These languages often have a high level of abstraction and provide
sophisticated modal operators, giving a high level of expressiveness. In particular,
this makes it possible to express properties concerning the source code level behaviour of programs. However, for many languages, the correspondence between
events generated at the source code level and parts of the specification in question
would have to be carefully defined.
To enable expressing — using a temporal logic — properties over source code
level behaviour without the need for this correspondence, previous work introduced Control-Flow Temporal Logic (CFTL), a specification language with a
low level of abstraction with respect to the source code of programs. However,
this work focused solely on the intra-procedural setting. In this paper, we address
this limitation by introducing Inter-procedural CFTL, a language for expressing
source code level, inter-procedural properties of program runs. We evaluate the
new language, iCFTL, via application to a real-world case study.
Keywords: Dynamic Analysis · Source Code · Inter-procedural
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Introduction

Within the context of Runtime Verification [5], many languages have been introduced
in order to allow the specification of properties that executions of programs should
hold. These languages include temporal logics (such as Linear Temporal Logic [24] and
Metric Temporal Logic [23]), stream equations [11], rule systems [4], automata [3,10],
and others [21,18].
Specification languages typically achieve a high level of expressiveness. For example, temporal logics often combine a high level of abstraction with complex modal
operators such as next, until, and eventually (along with timed extensions of these operators). This approach has clear benefits. For example, given different correspondences
between the specification and the events generated at runtime, one specification language can be used to express properties concerning multiple levels of granularity of a
system (for example, properties concerning both objects and individual lines of code).
An example of a tool that provides support in constructing this correspondence is JAVA MAC [22]. However, the language then misses specific operators that would make expression of properties over specific types of runtime events easier. As an example, we
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consider Metric Temporal Logic. The duration of a function call could be captured by
referring to the time difference between the occurrence of the function return event, and
the function call event. A language specialised for source code level properties could
improve on this by 1) assuming a trace that contains the appropriate information and 2)
introducing specific operators, such as function call duration.
In doing this, the expression of properties such as “the time taken by each call to
the function f is no more than 0.001 times the length of the list l immediately before
the call” would become more straightforward. Further, if one were to use a language
specialised to the source code setting, there would be no need to define how events such
as function calls and returns, or variable value changes, relate to parts of specifications.
Some approaches, such as the L ARVA tool [10] (whose specification formalism is
automata whose transitions trigger the execution of pieces of attached Java code), already allow properties over the source code level of programs to be expressed easily.
Another example, which focuses less on the order of events, is Control-Flow Temporal
Logic (CFTL) [17], which was introduced as a linear-time, temporal logic to be used
specifically for expressing properties over the source code level behaviour of programs.
Specifications written in CFTL do not require any additional information to have meaning with respect to a program.
CFTL has been shown to be a useful specification formalism (as seen in applications
of V Y PR [14,15], the framework built for analysing programs with respect to CFTL
specifications). However, only properties concerning the intra-procedural behaviour of
programs can be expressed (because these properties were sufficient for the case studies
being considered in that work). This restriction means that one cannot express properties such as “if the variable a drops below some threshold in function1 func1, then
variable flag is set to true in function func2”. Given that large programs are often
divided into multiple procedures, many properties that software engineers could want
to express would likely involve multiple procedures, like the property mentioned above.
In this paper, we introduce an extension of CFTL that enables one to express such
properties. We call this new language inter-procedural CFTL, or iCFTL. iCFTL provides the same operators as CFTL (for example, to measure the duration of a function
call and to obtain the value held by a variable at a given point in time), but allows the
points at runtime referred to by properties to be taken from multiple procedures. This
extension of the features offered by CFTL to the inter-procedural setting allows the expression of new classes of properties, and requires us to address challenges such as 1)
constructing a new kind of trace that can represent the inter-procedural behaviour of
a program; 2) extending the CFTL syntax to deal with the new kind of trace; and 3)
performing instrumentation in a wider scope than that required for CFTL. With these
challenges addressed, we demonstrate the utility of extending CFTL’s features to the
inter-procedural setting via a case study involving a real-world system used by the CMS
Experiment at CERN [9], in which properties that cannot be expressed in CFTL are expressed in iCFTL.
1

In the rest of the paper, we use the terms function and procedure interchangeably to denote a
general, callable subroutine.
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Program := x = expr | func | Program; Program |
if expr then (Program) else (Program) |
while expr do (Program) | for x in iterator do (Program)
expr
:= x | func | arithExpr | boolExpr
func
:= f (expr1 , . . . , exprn )
iterator := range(expr, expr)
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(1)

Fig. 1: A grammar for simple imperative programs.

Structure of the paper. In order to introduce iCFTL, the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we give background material on CFTL, since variations of much of the
machinery are used by iCFTL. In Sections 3 and 4, we introduce iCFTL by giving its
syntax and semantics. In Section 5, we introduce an instrumentation approach based on
iCFTL specifications. In Section 6, we acknowledge that our initial monitoring algorithm is not efficient and describe how it can be optimised based on information from
instrumentation. In Section 7, we report on our case study. In Section 8, we position
our contribution in the literature (alongside giving a brief discussion of the expressive
power of iCFTL) and in Section 9 we give concluding remarks.

2

Background: Control-Flow Temporal Logic

Control-Flow Temporal Logic (CFTL) [17] is a linear-time, temporal logic used to express properties over the source code level behaviour of programs. In this section, we
will introduce CFTL by first defining the structures over which its semantics is defined,
and then giving examples of specifications. The structures that we will introduce are the
symbolic control-flow graph of a program and a dynamic run, our version of a trace.
2.1

Symbolic Control-Flow Graphs

We introduce a graph structure that can be used to encode the state change and reachability information found in a program. For simplicity of presentation, we will assume
that P is a program generated by the grammar in Figure 1. We will also assume that
each statement stmt in the program P can be associated with a unique program point
taken from the abstract syntax tree of P. Such program points can be assigned simply
by associating an integer with each node in the abstract syntax tree. We will denote
the program point of a statement stmt by ρ(stmt). Further, for a program P we denote by Vars(P) the set of program variables found in P. Vars(P) can be partitioned
into PVar(P) (the primitive type variables) and RVar(P) (the reference type variables).
Note that, in the CFTL case, we do not consider concurrency and concentrate on the
intra-procedural setting.
Based on these assumptions about the structure of a program, we now define the
components of a symbolic control-flow graph. First, a symbolic state σ associated with
a statement stmt is a pair hρ(stmt), mi, for a mapping m from Vars(P) to statuses in
{changed, unchanged, undefined, called}. We abuse notation and write σ (x) to mean
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Fig. 2: A Python program with a for-loop with its symbolic control-flow graph.

m(x), for m the map contained in σ . The symbolic control-flow graph SCFG(P) of a
program is then a directed graph with symbolic states as vertices. Formally, SCFG(P) =
hV, E, vs i where V is a set of symbolic states, E ⊂ V ×V a set of edges, and vs ∈ V the
starting symbolic state.
We say that a symbolic state σ is final in SCFG(P) if it has no successors, i.e., there
is no edge hσ , σ 0 i ∈ E for some σ 0 ∈ V . Further, we say that a path π through SCFG(P)
is a sequence of edges e1 , e2 , . . . , en such that each ei ∈ E and, for each ei and ei+1 ,
ei = hσ , σ 0 i and ei+1 = hσ 0 , σ 00 i (i.e., edges have to be adjacent).
We give an example of a program with its symbolic control-flow graph in Figure 2.
One could construct the symbolic control-flow graph of a program in a language allowing more complex syntax than that described in Figure 1, provided that one can
construct a scheme to translate programs to graphs.

2.2

Dynamic Runs

We now define the type of trace, which we call a dynamic run, over which the CFTL semantics is defined. Intuitively, a dynamic run follows a path through a symbolic controlflow graph and gives concrete timing and data values to each symbolic state encountered
along the path.
More formally, a dynamic run of a program P is a sequence of triples ht, σ , mi with
a timestamp t ∈ R≥ , a symbolic state σ , and a mapping m from program variables
in Vars(P) to concrete values. Further, for each pair of consecutive triples ht, σ , mi,
ht 0 , σ 0 , m0 i, there is a path from σ to σ 0 in SCFG(P).
Each triple in a dynamic run is known as a concrete state. Given a concrete state
s = ht, σ , mi, we write s(x) to refer to the value given to the program variable x by the
map m. We denote by t(ht, σ , mi) the timestamp t. We call a pair hht, σ , mi, ht 0 , σ 0 , m0 ii
of consecutive concrete states a transition, which we usually denote by tr. We denote
by paths(tr) the set of paths from σ to σ 0 in SCFG(P). A transition tr is atomic if the
only acyclic path from σ to σ 0 in SCFG(P) is of length 1. We define t(.) for transitions
by t(hht, σ , mi, ht 0 , σ 0 , m0 ii) = t, i.e., the time at which the transition started.
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Examples of CFTL Specifications

With our notion of a trace introduced, we briefly describe the structure of CFTL specifications, and then give examples. CFTL specifications are always universally-quantified
at least once, do not have existential quantifiers, and are in prenex normal form. The
quantifiers use predicates in order to extract relevant concrete states or transitions from
dynamic runs and bind them to variables. For example, calls(f) identifies all transitions whose second concrete state contains a symbolic state that maps f to called, and
changes(x) identifies all concrete states whose symbolic states map x to changed. Further, there can be no free variables. Examples of CFTL specifications include the following:
– The property that “the next call to f after each change of the variable var should
take less than 10 seconds” can be expressed by
∀q ∈ changes(var) : duration(next(q, calls( f ))) ∈ (0, 10).
The predicate calls( f ) captures all transitions that represent calls of the function
f and next refers to the next transition (after q) in the dynamic run satisfying the
predicate calls( f ).
– The property “whenever the function f is called, its duration must be no more than
0.001 times the length of the list held in variable x immediately before the call” can
be expressed by
∀t ∈ calls( f ) : duration(t) < length(source(t)(x)) × 0.001.
source(t)(x) gives the concrete state immediately before the transition t, and then
gets the value of the program variable x in that concrete state.

3

iCFTL: Inter-procedural CFTL

We now present an extension of CFTL to the inter-procedural setting. This new language is called iCFTL.
3.1

Systems of Multiple Procedures

In the intra-procedural setting, we assume that traces being checked for satisfaction of
some CFTL specification are generated by single procedures. In the inter-procedural
setting, we will be checking a trace generated by some system consisting of multiple
procedures, each of which is a program obtained from the grammar in Figure 1. This
enables us to construct their symbolic control-flow graphs. We group the name and
program associated with each procedure in a system of multiple procedures.
Definition 1. A system of multiple procedures S is a pair hP, progi for P a set of
names of procedures and prog a map that sends each name in P to a program generated by the grammar in Figure 1.
We will often refer to a system of multiple procedures simply as a system.
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3.2

Inter-procedural Dynamic Runs

The dynamic run defined in Section 2.2, when considered in the scope of an entire
system of multiple procedures, represents a single execution of some procedure. In
order to define a language similar to CFTL, but with the ability to express properties
concerning inter-procedural behaviour, we introduce a kind of trace that represents a
run of a system of multiple procedures.
Our approach is to collect the dynamic runs generated by each procedure in a system, label each one with the name of the procedure that generated it, and assume that
the timestamps of the concrete states in each dynamic run are synchronised2 . We refer
to a collection of dynamic runs generated by a run of a system S as an inter-procedural
dynamic run over the system S.
Definition 2. An inter-procedural dynamic run D̄ over the system S is a triple
hP, {D1 , . . . , Dn }, L i,
where P is a set of names of procedures in the system S; {Di } is a set of dynamic runs
generated by the procedures in S; and L is a mapping that labels each dynamic run Di
with the name of the procedure in P that generated it.
Given a concrete state s in any dynamic run in an inter-procedural dynamic run, we
denote by dynamicRun(s) the unique dynamic run to which s belongs (which exists
because each s has a unique timestamp). We extend this to transitions tr = hs, s0 i by
dynamicRun(tr) = dynamicRun(s). We then combine dynamicRun(.) with the map
L to define a map proc by proc(s) = L (dynamicRun(s)). Similarly for transitions
tr = hs, s0 i, we set proc(tr) = proc(s). Intuitively, proc(.) gives the name of the unique
procedure that had control in the system when the concrete state/transition given was
attained/taking place.
To generalise our approach to multiple types of systems, we assume that there is
always more to observe. While it is possible to observe everything in some cases (e.g.,
programs that compute a single result and terminate), for other systems it is not. For
example, Web services (such as the one used in our case study described in Section 7)
constantly receive new requests that trigger repeated executions of procedures.
3.3

Syntax of iCFTL

We give a grammar for the iCFTL syntax in Figure 3. In the grammar, the non-terminal
symbols used in rules are highlighted in blue. We also group the rules by Quantifiers,
Predicates, and Constraints. We now describe the role of each group of rules, and give
examples to illustrate how rules can be applied to construct certain specifications.
Quantifiers. The first rule to apply from the grammar to generate an iCFTL specification is φ . This rule can be applied repeatedly in order to generate multiple quantifiers.
We will always assume specifications are in prenex normal form.
2

This assumption is reasonable since either 1) everything will happen on the same machine, so
the machine’s clock can be used for synchronisation; or 2) if this is not the case, then protocols
such as NTP can be used.
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Quantifiers
φ

→

∀q ∈ ΓQS : φ | ∀t ∈ ΓQT : φ | φ ∨ φ | ¬φ | φS | φT | true
Predicates

ΓQS
ΓQT
ΓS
ΓT

→
→
→
→

ΓS | future(q,ΓS ) | future(t,ΓS )
ΓT | future( q,ΓT ) | future(t,ΓT )
changes(x).during(p)
calls( f ).during(p)

S
T

→
→

q | before(T ) | after(T ) | S.next(ΓS ) | T .next(ΓS )
t | S.next(ΓT ) | T .next(ΓT )
Constraints

φS
φT

→
→

S(x) = v | S(x) = S(x) | S(x) ∈ (n, m) | S(x) ∈ [n, m]
duration(T ) ∈ (n, m) | duration(T ) ∈ [n, m]
| timeBetween(S, S) ∈ (n, m) | timeBetween(S, S) ∈ [n, m]

Concrete State and Transition Selection

Fig. 3: Syntax of iCFTL.

Predicates. Each quantifier requires a predicate in order to identify concrete states or
transitions to which the variable used in the quantifier should be bound. These predicates are generated by the ΓQS and ΓQT rules. In these cases, there are two parts: one to
select the relevant dynamic run (during) and one to select the relevant concrete state or
transition from that dynamic run (see Section 2.3).
To give some examples, the predicate changes(x).during(p) captures concrete states
generated by the procedure p in which the program variable x has just been changed.
Similarly, the predicate calls( f ).during(p) captures transitions representing a call of
the procedure f during the procedure p. The future operators extends these predicates
to identify all such concrete states or transitions in the future, rather than just the next
occurrence.
Combining quantifiers and predicates. Quantifiers and predicates are combined to form
sequences of quantifiers. An example is
∀q ∈ changes(x).during( f ) : ∀tr ∈ future(q, calls(g).during(h)) : . . .
This sequence of quantifiers would capture each concrete state representing a change
of the program variable x (during calls of the procedure f ) and, for each change, every
call of the function g occurring in the future (during calls of the procedure h).
Concrete State and Transition Selection. Quantifiers allow us to select concrete states
and transitions to be used in the inner-most, quantifier free part of a specification. Given
these concrete states and transitions, we must be able to navigate the inter-procedural
dynamic run in order to select others. Using the rules S and T , this can be done by
1) applying the simple operators before and after to transitions (which obtain the concrete state immediately before and immediately after the transition); or 2) using next in
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conjunction with one of the predicates changes(x).during(p) or calls( f ).during(p) to
search forwards in time. Hence, given concrete states or transitions identified by quantifiers, one can either write constraints over those directly, or use the before, after, or
next operators to navigate the inter-procedural dynamic run.
Constraints. For an iCFTL specification ϕ, we denote by inner(ϕ) the inner-most,
quantifier-free part of the specification. Once the sequence of quantifiers has been generated, one can generate inner(ϕ), which is intuitively the constraint to check at each
combination of concrete states/transitions identified by the quantifiers. The grammar allows for disjunction and negation, but we frequently use additional Boolean connectives
such as conjunction and implication.
Within the Boolean combination of constraints, each part of the specification generated by an application of either φS or φT is called an atom. Atoms place constraints
on quantities extracted from concrete states or transitions identified using the S and T
rules.
Atoms generated by rules containing only one non-terminal symbol are called normal and atoms generated by rules containing two non-terminal symbols are called
mixed. Atoms are the parts of the specification that place constraints on quantities extracted from dynamic runs. We refer to the parts of specifications generated by the rules
S and T as expressions.
Building Constraints. Suppose we have the sequence of quantifiers
∀q ∈ changes(x).during( f ),
and would like to assert that each concrete state bound to the variable q maps the program variable x to a value that is strictly less than 10. Our first step would be to take
the variable q (treating it as a concrete state) and determine the value to which it maps
the variable x. Since there is no navigation of the inter-procedural dynamic run to be
performed (we are placing a constraint over a quantity measurable directly from the concrete state held by q), we can go immediately to the φS rule and generate the constraint
q(x) ∈ (0, 10) (acknowledging that there would have to be a conjunction to include the
possibility of q(x) being equal to 0).
Formula Trees for iCFTL. Given inner(ϕ) of an iCFTL specification ϕ, we denote
by tree(inner(ϕ)) the and-or formula tree of inner(ϕ). This formula tree is such that
leaves correspond to either normal atoms or expressions in mixed atoms. We use this
mechanism when defining our monitoring procedure for iCFTL in Section 5.
3.4

Examples

We now give some examples of properties that can be expressed using iCFTL:
– The property “when the variable level drops below 10 in the method check, the
time until the next call of adjust in the method control should be no more than
1 second” can be expressed by
∀q ∈ changes(level).during(check) : q(level) < 10 =⇒
timeBetween(q, before(q.next(calls(adjust).during(control)))) ∈ [0, 1].
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D̄, q ` changes(x).during(func) iff σ (x) = changed and proc(q) = func
D̄, q ` future(s, changes(x).during(func)) iff
t(q) > t(s) and D̄, q ` changes(x).during(func)
D̄,tr ` calls(f).during(func)
iff


for every path π ∈ paths(tr) there is:
and proc(tr) = func
some hσ1 , σ2 i ∈ π such that σ2 ( f ) = called
D̄,tr ` future(s, calls(f).during(func)) iff t(tr) > t(s) and D̄, tr ` calls(f).during(func)

Fig. 4: The quantifier relation ` for the iCFTL semantics.

– The property “for each change of the variable user during an execution of the procedure login, and for each future change of the variable user during executions
of the procedure getUser, the value of variable user should remain the same”,
taking some liberties with syntax, can be expressed by:
∀q ∈ changes(user).during(login) :
∀q0 ∈ future(q, changes(user).during(getUser)) : q0 (user) = q(user)

(2)

The key syntactic novelty in iCFTL is the during component of predicates, which allows
one to refer to events across multiple procedures.

4

A Semantics for iCFTL

In order to align with our case study (see Section 7), which is a Web service whose
traces must be assumed to be infinite, we define the semantics of iCFTL with respect to
prefixes of infinite program traces. We take a similar approach to much existing work in
the RV community: we define a semantics over prefixes of program traces [6] and give a
provisional verdict. This semantics consists of two key steps. The first involves deriving
a set of bindings by inspection of an inter-procedural dynamic run D̄ with respect to the
quantifiers in an iCFTL specification ϕ. These bindings will collect together concrete
states and transitions from D̄ and provide them to inner(ϕ). The second step involves
evaluating inner(ϕ) with respect to each binding derived.
4.1

Finding Bindings

Given an inter-procedural dynamic run D̄ and an iCFTL specification ϕ, our goal is to
inspect its quantifiers ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qn ∈ Γn in order to derive a set of maps, which we
will refer to as bindings. These bindings will send the variable q1 to a concrete state or
transition satisfying Γ1 , the variable q2 to a concrete state or transition satisfying Γ2 , and
so on. We will then take each binding and decide on a truth value for inner(ϕ) based on
the values given to each variable q1 , . . . , qn by the binding.
We begin the construction of the set of bindings by defining the quantifier relation,
denoted by `, that indicates whether a given concrete state q or transition tr satisfies a
predicate used in a quantifier. The definition is given in Figure 4.
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D̄ =



{login, getUser, getUserData}, {D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 },
[D1 7→ login, D2 7→ getUser, D3 7→ getUserData, D4 7→ getUser]



D1 = h0, [], []i, h0.2, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→ 10]i, . . .
D2 = h0.1, [], []i, h0.15, [user 7→ changed, . . . ], [user 7→ 10]i, . . .
D3 = h0.3, [], []i, h0.45, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→ 10]i, . . .
D4 = h0.35, [], []i, h0.4, [user 7→ changed, . . . ], [user 7→ 10]i, . . .

Fig. 5: An example inter-procedural dynamic run.

The second and final step is to recurse on the quantifiers in order to progressively
construct the set of bindings, which we denote by bindingsϕ (D̄, ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qn ∈
Γn ). This is done by determining the concrete states or transitions that satisfy the predicate of the first quantifier and then, if there are multiple quantifiers, identifying the
concrete states or transitions that satisfy the next predicates. The check for satisfaction
at each step is based on the relation defined in Figure 4. We highlight that, if no concrete
states or transitions are identified by a predicate, a binding is generated that does not
include all variables from the specification. We refer to such a binding as partial.
An example. In order to illustrate the procedure for constructing bindings, we consider
the iCFTL specification in Equation 2 along with an inter-procedural dynamic run given
in Figure 5. In this inter-procedural dynamic run, there are three procedures, login,
getUser, getUserData. We assume that both login and getUserData involve calls
to getUser. One can see the caller-callee relationship between dynamic runs when
all of the timestamps of concrete states of a callee dynamic run fall in between two
timestamps of consecutive concrete states in the caller dynamic run.
Based on the inter-procedural dynamic run in Figure 5, binding construction would
go as follows: The procedure would identify concrete states that satisfy the first quantifier, and then inspect the second quantifier. For the first quantifier
changes(user).during(login),
the concrete state h0.2, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→ 10]i would be
identified. Based on this initially identified concrete state, we look for further concrete
states satisfying
future(q, changes(user).during(getUser)),
with respect to the concrete state h0.2, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→
10]i identified by the first quantifier. Hence, the concrete state h0.4, [user 7→ changed,
. . . ], [user 7→ 10]i would be identified. Since all quantifiers have been inspected, we
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conclude with the set of bindings:
 

q 7→ h0.2, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→ 10]i , 






 q07→ h0.2, [getUser 7→ called, user 7→ changed], [user 7→ 10]i, 

q 7→ h0.4, [user 7→ changed, . . . ], [user 7→ 10]i
Notice that we keep a binding that only sends q to a concrete state, and not q0 . This is
to capture the intuition that the binding with only q may be extended with a new value
of q0 given more observations from the monitored system.
4.2

Evaluation at a binding

The next step in developing the semantics is to evaluate the constraints defined by the
specification at each of the bindings in the set bindingsϕ (D̄, ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qn ∈ Γn ).
For this, we introduce the eval(D̄, β , X) function.
This function takes an expression from the specification, along with a binding and
an inter-procedural dynamic run, and gives the unique concrete state or transition that
is required by that expression. If no such concrete state or transition exists, the function
returns null.
Once we have obtained the concrete state or transition referred to by an expression, we can determine the truth values of atoms, and therefore the truth values of
Boolean combinations of atoms. This process is encoded in the [.]β function, which
is defined recursively in Figure 6. The function [.]β takes as input an inter-procedural
dynamic run, a binding and either a Boolean combination of atoms, or a single atom,
and gives a truth value from the set {true, false, inconclusive}. This set has ordering
false < inconclusive < true with ¬inconclusive = inconclusive.
If a single atom is given and the required concrete states and transitions are found,
the truth value given is either true or false. If a single atom is given and no concrete
state or transition is identified, the truth value is inconclusive. If a Boolean combination
of atoms is given, the total order of the truth domain is used to determine the truth value,
given the truth values of the subformulas3 .
4.3

The Semantics Function

We have now introduced the machinery for 1) extracting a set of bindings from an interprocedural dynamic run based on a specification; and 2) determining the truth values of
atoms in an iCFTL specification given a specific binding. The final step in defining the
semantics for iCFTL is to combine all of these components in order to give a verdict.
While most existing work in RV concentrates on generating verdicts that are simple
objects, such as true or false, taken from a truth domain, our approach differs. Instead,
the verdict that we provide is a map from bindings extracted from the inter-procedural
3

Of course, if the specification expresses a tautology or is unsatisfiable, this evaluation-bycomposition approach is problematic. However, as seen in [13], satisfiability for CFTL (and
therefore iCFTL) can only be decided once a sufficiently long trace has been observed, hence
we do not consider it in the semantics.
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[D̄, β , φ1 ∨ φ2 ]β = [D̄, β , φ1 ]β t [D̄, β , φ2 ]β

[D̄, β , ¬φ ]β = ¬[D̄, β , φ ]β


true
eval(D̄, β , S) 6= null ∧ eval(D̄, β , S)(x) = n



eval(D̄, β , S) 6= null ∧ eval(D̄, β , S)(x) 6= n
[D̄, β , S(x) = n]β = false


inconclusive otherwise

eval(D̄, β , S1 ) 6= null ∧ eval(D̄, β , S2 ) 6= null


true


∧ eval(D̄, β , S1 )(x) = eval(D̄, β , S2 )(x)


eval(D̄, β , S1 ) 6= null ∧ eval(D̄, β , S2 ) 6= null
[D̄, β , S1 (x) = S2 (x)]β =
false



∧ eval(D̄, β , S1 )(x) 6= eval(D̄, β , S2 )(x)



inconclusive otherwise

Fig. 6: Part of the constraint function for iCFTL.

translate(D̄, β , ϕ) =


true





false




inconclusive

[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = true ∧ β is complete


true p




false p





inconclusive p

[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = true ∧ β is partial

[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = false ∧ β is complete
[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = inconclusive ∧ β is complete
[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = false ∧ β is partial
[D̄, β , inner(ϕ)]β = inconclusive ∧ β is partial

Fig. 7: The translation function.

dynamic run to truth values. In addition, we encode in these truth values whether or not
the binding associated with the truth value is partial. We do this because, if a binding
is partial, we cannot be sure that it will be extended to form a complete binding given
further observations from the system.
In order to provide this distinction, we introduce the translate function. This function, defined in Figure 7, translates from the truth values {true, false, inconclusive}
given by the function in Figure 6 to complete and partial versions of the same truth
values:
{true, true p , false, false p , inconclusive, inconclusive p }.
Finally, we define the semantics function [D̄, ϕ]S , which simply computes the set of
bindings for a given inter-procedural dynamic run with respect to an iCFTL specification and, for each one, gives the value of the translation function:
[D̄, ϕ]S = [β 7→ translate(D̄, β , ϕ) : β ∈ bindingsϕ (D̄, ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qn ∈ Γn )].
Hence, for a given inter-procedural dynamic run and iCFTL specification, the verdict
that we compute is the map given by [D̄, ϕ]S indicating 1) the truth values given by the
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constraints in the specification at each binding; and 2) the type of binding for which
each truth value was obtained.

5

Monitoring

We now develop an initial algorithm that processes an inter-procedural dynamic run and
an iCFTL specification in order to give a verdict. The algorithm is inspired by the work
on CFTL and V Y PR [17,14]. We will see that it does not scale well, and describe an
instrumentation process in Section 6 to greatly improve the situation.
Given an inter-procedural dynamic run hP, {D1 , . . . , Dm }, L i, our “naive” monitoring approach for iCFTL, given in Algorithm 1, consists of iterating through the concrete states contained in all of the dynamic runs Di in ascending order of timestamps.
This sequence of concrete states is denoted by flattened(D̄). For each concrete state
curr, we see if 1) curr, or the transition leading into it, contributes to a binding and 2)
curr, or the transition leading to it, contributes to the truth value of some atom. If curr
or the transition leading to it contributes to the truth value of some atom, Algorithm 1
uses formula trees to determine the new truth value of inner(ϕ). We highlight that † is
the map update operator, that is, a † [e 7→ v] refers to the map that agrees with a on all
elements of the domain of a, except for e which is mapped to v.
Formula trees. The monitoring algorithm often instantiates a new formula tree tree(φ )
(or uses an existing one) and then updates it with the update function. This function
takes a formula tree with a concrete state or transition and replaces the relevant nodes
in the formula tree accordingly.
If the concrete state/transition given is relevant to an expression, the node holding
that expression is replaced by the value given to that expression by the concrete state/transition. For example, if we have the concrete state h0.1, [x 7→ changed], [x 7→ 1.5]i
and an expression q on a leaf of the formula tree, the latter can be replaced by 1.5 if
the q is part of q(x) in the specification. Alternatively, if the concrete state/transition is
relevant to a normal atom, the node holding that atom is replaced with a truth value. For
example, given the same concrete state and an atom q(x) < 2, the leaf could be replaced
by true. Once this replacement has taken place, the formula tree is collapsed based on
the conventional rules for propositional connectives.
Correctness. A correctness argument for Algorithm 1 involves showing that 1) the
bindings generated by the algorithm and the semantics are the same; and 2) the procedure for obtaining truth values of inner(ϕ) in the algorithm has the same result as the
semantics. It is similar to the one given in [13].
Complexity. The main loop of Algorithm 1 performs as many iterations as there are
concrete states in D̄, which we will denote by |D̄|. For each of these iterations, we
process the existing bindings, of which there are at most |D̄|m /m! [13]. Hence, the
approximate complexity is O(|D̄|m+1 /m!). We highlight that m is rarely greater than 2,
hence the complexity can be seen as O(|D̄|m+1 ), meaning that, even for specifications
with only one quantifier, this initial monitoring algorithm scales quadratically in the
length of the trace.
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Algorithm 1 Monitoring for an iCFTL specification ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qm ∈ Γm : φ .
1: M ← []
. empty map from bindings to formula trees
2: prev ← ht1 , [], []i
. to store the previous state, assuming t1 is the first timestamp in the
dynamic run
3: for concrete state curr ∈ flattened(D̄) do
4:
. Handle the cases where a new binding should be generated
5:
. New bindings are generated if the state/transition is in Γ1
6:
if curr ` Γ1 then
7:
M = M † ([q1 7→ curr] 7→ update(tree(φ ), curr))
8:
if (prev, curr) ` Γ1 then
9:
M = M † ([q1 7→ hprev, curri] 7→ update(tree(φ ), hprev, curri))
10: . Bindings are extended if the state/transition is in Γi for i > 1
11: for (β = [q1 7→ v1 , . . . qk 7→ vk ], T ) in M where k < m do
12:
if curr ` Γk+1 then
13:
M = M † ((β † [qk+1 7→ curr]) 7→ update(T, curr))
14:
if (prev, curr) ` Γk+1 then
15:
M = M † ((β † [qk+1 7→ hprev, curri]) 7→ update(T, hprev, curri))
16: for (β , T ) in M do
. Now update formula trees for existing bindings
17:
T 0 ← update(T, curr)
18: prev ← curr
. Finally save the current state as the last state
19: return M

6

Instrumentation

The inefficiency of Algorithm 1 has two principal causes: 1) the amount of unnecessary
information contained in the inter-procedural dynamic run being processed; and 2) the
lookup required to decide whether a concrete state/transition contributes to a binding.
To improve the situation, we traverse the symbolic control-flow graphs of the relevant
procedures in order to determine which program points are relevant to a specification.
This traversal is part of the process of instrumentation, whose steps are described in the
following sections.

6.1

Inspection of the Quantifiers

For an iCFTL specification with quantifiers ∀q1 ∈ Γ1 : · · · : ∀qn ∈ Γn , we recursively
construct maps from the variables q1 , . . . , qn to symbolic states from the relevant symbolic control-flow graphs. As an example, suppose that we are monitoring a system S =
h{f}, progi. If a specification had the quantifier sequence ∀q ∈ changes(x).during(f),
we would identify all symbolic states σ in the symbolic control-flow graph of the program prog(f) that had σ (x) = changed. A final step, which helps during monitoring, is
the assignment of a unique integer (i.e., an index) to each map from the variables qi to
concrete states.
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Inspection of the Atoms

Given the set of maps constructed from the inspection of quantifiers, we perform further
traversal of the symbolic control-flow graphs of the system for each atom in inner(ϕ).
For example, if we had the iCFTL specification
∀q ∈ changes(x).during(f) : duration(q.next(calls(g).during(h))) < 1,
then we would traverse the symbolic control-flow graph of the procedure prog(h) in
order to find symbolic states σ with σ (g) = called.
6.3

Filtering Dynamic Runs

After applying the procedure described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we have a set of symbolic states, which we call instrumentation points, taken from the various symbolic
control-flow graphs in the system. This set of instrumentation points is such that we
can remove any concrete state from an inter-procedural dynamic run that does not correspond to one of the symbolic states in the set. More formally, if a concrete state
ht, σ , mi appears in an inter-procedural dynamic run and σ is not in the set of instrumentation points, the concrete state can be removed from the inter-procedural dynamic
run. The safety of this approach is proved in [13]. While the proof there is for CFTL,
the instrumentation approaches are sufficiently similar that it applies here.
6.4

Lookup during Monitoring

An important source of inefficiency in Algorithm 1 is the requirement to find the formula trees that must be updated, given a measurement from an inter-procedural dynamic
run. In order to reduce the number of formula trees that must be checked, we group formula trees by the unique integer identifying each map constructed in Section 6.1. For
each concrete state, we can then extract its symbolic state and determine which map (if
any) it belongs to (this can be performed as a pre-processing step to improve lookup
speeds further). With formula trees grouped with respect to these uniquely identifying
integers, we can then determine the set of formula trees that must be updated.
6.5

Implications for Complexity

These optimisations mean that 1) there can be fewer concrete states to process, since we
can filter them based on relevant symbolic states; and 2) lookup of the relevant formula
trees is faster. A more in-depth discussion can be found in [17] and [13].

7

Case Study

To evaluate iCFTL, we have extended the existing V Y PR framework [14] to include a
new library for building iCFTL specifications, along with machinery for instrumentation and monitoring. The prototype implementation is available under the Apache 2.0
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license at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5195959, with development occurring at https://github.com/SNTSVV/VyPR-iCFTL.
Using this implementation, we have performed some initial experiments on a Pythonbased case study [12] provided by the CMS Experiment at CERN [9], where the initial
work on CFTL and V Y PR was performed. This case study is a Web service, therefore
consisting of a server and (to simplify this initial experimental setting) a single client.
The client uploads data to the server over the course of multiple HTTP requests. We
note that the restriction of CFTL to the intra-procedural setting means that properties
that require measurements to be taken over multiple HTTP requests certainly cannot
be expressed. With iCFTL this limitation is gone, since inter-procedural also means
“inter-request”.
In order to demonstrate this concretely, we present an iCFTL specification that we
have been able to monitor, which could not be expressed in CFTL (hence demonstrating
the usefulness of taking the features offered by CFTL and extending them to the interprocedural setting). We also present initial measurements of the overhead induced by
the extended implementation of V Y PR.
Specification. Our principal specification, taking liberties with syntax, is:
∀c ∈ calls(find new).during(app.routes.hashes) :
timeBetween(before(c),
after(c.next(calls(get usage).during(app.routes.upload md))) < 4
This specification expresses the property that the time between two concrete states attained at runtime in two different procedures of the system under scrutiny must be less
than four seconds. The first of these concrete states is the concrete state immediately
before the transition representing a call of the function find new, occurring during a
dynamic run generated by the hashes procedure (found in the module app.routes).
The second concrete state is the one immediately after the transition representing the
next call of get usage that occurs during a dynamic run generated by the upload md
procedure.
Overhead. In order to obtain initial measurements of the overhead induced by V Y PR,
we ran the same upload 100 times, with and without monitoring. When this was done
with no delay between uploads, we obtained an overhead of approximately 3.22%. By
introducing a delay between uploads, we could reduce the overhead to 1.69%. We highlight that this delay between requests allows any measurements not processed by the
V Y PR monitoring algorithm during requests to be processed between requests. A more
detailed discussion of the overhead induced by V Y PR is given in [13].

8

Related Work

We first discuss the relationship between iCFTL and CFTL [17]. Despite the fact that
iCFTL can express properties that could not be expressed in CFTL, if we restrict the
semantics of iCFTL to a single dynamic run, the newly introduced syntax does not allow any new kinds of properties to be expressed in this setting. That is, the notable
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extensions of the syntax (the introduction of the during(p) component to various predicates) would not be useful in the intra-procedural setting. Hence, rather than referring
to iCFTL as an improvement on the expressive power of CFTL, we refer to iCFTL as
an extension of the features provided by CFTL into the inter-procedural setting.
iCFTL is a departure from the conventional approach seen in (or adapted to) the
RV community, which often involves an extremely expressive specification formalism
with a high level of abstraction [24,23,4,21]. iCFTL does not distinguish between the
symbols that are used in a specification and the events that occur during the runtime of
a program. This has the disadvantage that a change to the source code requires a change
to the specification, however we argue that specifications should be actively maintained
as code changes. Work with a similar approach includes L ARVA [10], which provides
specification formalisms with a low level of abstraction, but that focus on the order of
events, which is not the focus of iCFTL. Further, C A R ET [25,2] allows references to
(untimed) function calls and returns. In contrast, iCFTL enables one to talk about time
and data, alongside function calls (which are not separated into call and return events).
The monitoring approach used for iCFTL varies from many used in RV in that
many approaches use automata [7,20]. Given that iCFTL specifications are universallyquantified, and must be in prenex-normal form, there is some similarity between our
monitoring approach and that used for the Quantified Event Automata formalism [3].
Here, bindings are generated and a central monitor structure (an automaton) is instantiated for each binding. If one replaces these automata with our formula trees, the approaches are similar.
Our instrumentation approach applies static analysis to determine the program points
from which data should be taken at runtime. We also use instrumentation to optimise
lookup. There are multiple bodies of work in RV that use instrumentation to optimise
the monitoring process. The most notable include C LARA [8], which applies a series
of static analyses in order to decide which statements do not need to be instrumented
(and in order to generate a residual property, which is a property that has been partially
proved during static analysis), and STARVOORS [1], which attempts to prove preand post-conditions of specifications written in a specification formalism that combines
DATEs [10] and Dynamic Logic [19].

9

Conclusion

The central contribution of this paper is our new specification language, iCFTL (Interprocedural Control-Flow Temporal Logic). This new logic enables the expression of
properties concerning the inter-procedural, source code level behaviour of programs.
Such properties cannot be expressed in CFTL, which focuses on the intra-procedural
setting.
Our development of iCFTL has involved introduction of an initial monitoring algorithm, along with the acknowledgement that this does not scale well for larger traces. To
remedy the situation, we have made reference to our previous work on instrumentation
which can be applied with almost no modification. To demonstrate the expressiveness of
iCFTL, we have extended the existing V Y PR framework and applied it to a case study:
a Web service used at the CMS Experiment at CERN. This case study has demon-
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strated that more properties can be checked, leading to enhanced analysis capability of
the V Y PR framework.
Key directions for future work identified so far include 1) refining our instrumentation approach and 2) translating the explanation machinery presented recently [14,16]
into the inter-procedural setting.
Acknowledgments. The research described has been carried out as part of the COSMOS Project, which has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement No. 957254. The authors
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